
     Saline County Wellness Committee
March 5, 2015

The Saline County Wellness Committee meeting was called to order at 10:09 a.m. on March 5, 2015. Present were Tim McDermott, Bruce Filipi, Linda Kastanek, Marv Kohout, Brandi Kelly, Jenn Chavez, Tad Eickman, Kory Mullen and Kerry Hagemeier. Guests: Bill Slezak, Sande Dirks and Amy Schlichting.

Kerry introduced the committee to Sande Dirks and Amy Schlichting from Madonna Fit for Work.  They were there to present the results from the health fair to the group, discuss any changes that we felt may need to be made for the next year’s health fair if they are awarded the bid and to supply us the individual’s packets to hand out to the employees. 

There were 108 individuals who participated in the 2015 Health Fair compared to the 129 individuals from 2014.  91 individuals participated in both the 2014 and 2015 health fair.  Composite trending for the 91 individuals: 35.2% were in the low risk range, 31.9% were in the moderate risk range and 33% were in the high risk range.  There were 50 individuals who took the PSA (prostate) test with 1 individual who was out of range.  There were 104 individuals who took the TSH (thyroid) with 4 out of range and there were 32 individuals who took the Vitamin D and there were 7 out of range.

In a previous phone call with Sande Dirks, Kerry has been informed that as of January 1, 2015, Blue Cross Blue Shield  will no longer cover the cost of the CMP tests which include items such as: glucose, BUN, creatinine, BUN/Creat ratio, AST, ALT, Albumin, Glob (calc), A/G Ratio, Alk Phos, Sodium, Potassium, Chloride, Anion Gap (calc), Total Protein, Total Bilirubin, EGFR (calc).   Therefore; the county’s costs will be approximately $2,000 more than expected.  Tad has been asked to write something up to Blue Cross Blue Shield to see if there is anything that can be done with the costs, since at the time that Kerry was working with BCBS regarding the costs, they did not inform her that these tests would no longer be covered.

A brief discussion was held on the three wellness challenges that Madonna Fit for Life has created.  It had previously been decided that we would start the “Slash the Sodium” challenge beginning on April 1st.  Madonna has agreed to tally the results for the county.  Kerry will provide supplemental information in the March newsletter and also inform the employees that the challenge will begin on April 1st.  The challenge will be worth 25 wellness points.

Lisa Henning, Unico, called in for a conference call to discuss the Impact Survey and the Reasonable Alternative Standard.  Lisa clarified that we could create an impact survey that everyone would be allowed to take to create a base year for 2015.  She also suggested that we would want to look at the 10 extra questions to see if we wanted to ask other questions and to reword them to allow the individual to go onto the next question.  It was decided to begin the survey on April 1st and allow the employees three weeks to complete the survey. We will only allow the online testing. Everyone who takes the impact survey will receive 500 points.  For those individuals who already took the survey in 2014, they would receive another 500 points in the 2015 program year.

Lisa has reviewed our Wellness booklet and sees that there are categories for both outcome and participation based programs.  As we have both options, it is required that we have a Reasonable Alternative Standard in the program.  Even though we did not have it officially in our 2014 wellness program, we are still required to follow the guidelines as it was already mandated by law in 2014.  If a person requests a Reasonable Alternative Standard, they are required to create a program with their provider/physician and must have verification that they have met the standard by their provider/physician.    The county is not liable to pay for the doctor bills for these appointments.    Lisa will provide the legal opinion from Cline Williams.

Sande Dirks visited about what Madonna Fit for Life could provide regarding the 3rd Party Reviewer for the 2014 booklets.  She stated that there would be a small set up fee and then would charge $65/hour to go through books.  She is estimating that this would only take about 3-4 hours to go through the books. They will calculate the points and provide the committee only the final points for each individual. Then, if the employee has concerns regarding the points, then the employee would contact Madonna directly.  Marv made a motion to approve Madonna Fit for Life as the 3rd Party Reviewer for the 2014 booklets, seconded by Jenn.  Motion carried.

The minutes from the February 19th meeting was reviewed.  Tad made a motion to approve the minutes, seconded by Bruce.  Motion carried.

Jenn requested that the deadline to turn in the Crazy 8 Challenge sheets be extended from the original date to March 13th.  This would allow individuals time to watch the February education class video and count for points towards the challenge.  There was no opposition to this request.  

	At a previous meeting, Tim had mentioned that there was the possibility of purchasing different hardware for the machine.  It would expand the number of items that could be dispensed.  While filling the machine the last few weeks, Brandi and Bruce have determined that it would be beneficial to have these extra coils.  Bruce made a motion for Brandi to talk to Tim and have him place the order for the extra hardware, seconded by Linda.  Motion carried.

	Linda reminded the group that the March educational class will be held on March 10th and will be on the subject of Asthma.  As they will be supplying Subway sandwiches, they have requested that Linda provide them with a count for attendance.  Linda asked Kory to let Brandi know the numbers from the jail so that she can let the presenter know prior to that date.  **

	Tad has visited with the current administrator at Crete Area Medical Center regarding the charges that they have quoted us for providing classes.  The current administrator, Bill Welch, informed him that the costs actually are set by Bryan Health, not just the local hospital.

	Kerry has visited with Natalie Kingston with Public Health Solutions (PHS) and has agreed to work with Saline County and provide multiple Lunch and Learns for the employees.  Kerry will work with all involved to make sure that all employees will have the opportunity to be involved in these classes if they should so wish.  Bruce made a motion to allow employees to earn 50 wellness points for attending or watching one session of these classes, seconded by Kory.  Motion carried.

	Kerry has visited with Natalie at PHS and has been informed that Jane Ford-Wittoff, PHS Director, has been given the “go ahead” to allow Saline County to purchase multiple pedometers at a reduced cost.  In another meeting, it was discussed to possibly have PHS provide A1C tests to all employees in their blood screenings.  Natalie let Kerry know that they could only provide the tests to those who are at high risk of becoming diabetic or already are diabetic.  There would be a slight expense involved with the A1C test.  Otherwise, they would only offer the glucose testing.

	Marv, Tim and Jenn so far have agreed to make a presentation regarding our wellness program to the Treasurer Association Workshop on June 17.  They will work together to devise a power point presentation.  There will not be a fee charged for doing the presentation.

	Kerry informed the group that WorkWell has a new Health Choice Coordinator, Nicole Osborne.  She would be interested in coming down in May to visit with the group and begin working with the committee to review the data that we receive from the Impact Survey Health Risk Assessment (HRA) and the blood test aggregate reports provided by Madonna.  By doing this, it will allow the committee to create a plan focusing on the health risks that our employees are facing, such as high blood pressure.

	Marv informed the group that it was planned to place an ad in the newspaper for the position of Wellness Coordinator.  He will work with Kerry on a job description and what to place in the ad.  He will present this information to the County Board for their approval at the March 10th meeting.  The ad then will be placed in the March 18 and March 25 newspaper.  Deadline for applications will be March 31. 

	Kerry has gone through all booklets and calculated all points except for any confidential information and received at a tentative subtotal for all 2014 participants that turned in their 2014 booklets.  There was some discussion on a few booklets that needed review and information corrected.  It was decided to table discussion about the 2014 wellness booklets and possible 2015 point changes until the next meeting after Madonna has calculated the confidential information and Kerry has had the opportunity to make all final calculations for the 2014 booklets.  These calculations should be finished by the next meeting.

	The next meeting is scheduled for March 27 at 7 a.m. in the assembly room.  

There being no further business the formal meeting adjourned and the packets were reviewed.


Brandi Kelly
Secretary



**The Asthma class actually was cancelled due to illness with the instructor.
